The source of the originals
Part 2 · Specimen of Sabon Next Pro
in contemporary OpenType format
compatible for Macintosh & Windows
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La « Platinum Collection » regroupe des grands classiques
optimisés de la Linotype Library. En proche collaboration
avec les plus célèbres des créateurs, Linotype a édité
des familles de caractères étendues, retravaillées tant du point
de vue esthétique que du point de vue technologique.
Ces familles présentent des séries de graisses savamment
dosées, certaines incluent de nouveaux dessin d’italiques,
des séries de chiffres « minuscules » et des petites capitales.
Parfaitement exécuté, l’ensemble des familles de la Platinum
Collection possède des approches soigneusement réglées.

The design of Sabon Next by Jean François Porchez,
a revival of a revival, was a double challenge: to try to discern
Jan Tschichold’s own wishes for the original Sabon, and
to interpret the complexity of a design originally made in two
versions for different systems. The first was designed for use on
Linotype and Monotype systems. The second version of Sabon was
designed for Stempel handsetting, and it seems closer
to a pure interpretation of Garamond without many constraints.
Naturally Porchez based Sabon Next on this second version
and also referred to original Garamond models, carefully
improving the proportions of the existing digital Sabon while
matching its alignments.
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Sabon Next Pro family,
OpenType version

Sabon Next Pro Display
Sabon Next Pro Display
Sabon Next Pro Regular
Sabon Next Pro Regular
Sabon Next Pro Demi
Sabon Next Pro Demi
Sabon Next Pro Bold
Sabon Next Pro Bold
Sabon Next Pro Extra Bold
Sabon Next Pro Extra Bold
Sabon Next Pro Black
Sabon Next Pro Black
Sabon Next family,
PostScript & TrueType versions, still available
Sabon Next Display
Standard, Oldstyle Figures, Small Caps, Alternates versions
Sabon Next Display Italic
Standard, Oldstyle Figures, Small Caps, Alternates versions
Sabon Next Regular
Standard, Oldstyle Figures, Small Caps, Alternates versions
Sabon Next Italic
Standard, Oldstyle Figures, Small Caps, Alternates versions
Sabon Next Demi
Standard, Oldstyle Figures, Small Caps, Alternates versions
Sabon Next Demi Italic
Standard, Oldstyle Figures, Small Caps, Alternates versions
Sabon Next Bold
Standard, Oldstyle Figures, Small Caps, Alt. versions
Sabon Next Bold Italic
Standard, Oldstyle Figures, Small Caps, Alternates versions
Sabon Next Extra Bold
Standard, Oldstyle Figures, Small Caps, Alt. versions
Sabon Next Extra Bold Italic
Standard, Oldstyle Figures, Small Caps, Alt. versions
Sabon Next Black
Standard, Oldstyle Figures, Alternates versions
Sabon Next Black Italic
Standard, Oldstyle Figures, Alternates versions
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Die Platinum Collection ist die Exklusivserie der
Linotype in der Klassiker der Linotype Library perfektioniert wurden. In enger Zusammenarbeit mit den
berühmtesten Schriftgestaltern entstehen grundlegend
überarbeitete, vollständig ausgebaute Schriftfamlien,
die technologisch und gestalterisch auf dem neuesten
Stand sind. Diese neuen Schriftfamilien haben feine,
harmonisch aufeinander abgestimmte Strichstärken,
sind teilweise mit neuen Kursivschnitten ausgestattet
und beinhalten oft eine umfangreiche Ergänzung mit
Kapitälchen und Mediävalziffern. Alle Familien wurden
in Form und Zurichtung verfeinert und perfektioniert.
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The Platinum Collection is the exclusive series of
optimized classic typefaces of the Linotype Library.
In close cooperation with world-famous type designers, Linotype has produced reworked, expanded
typeface families that are both technologically and
aesthetically up to date. These new typeface families
have fine, harmonious weights; some have new italic
weights and often come complete with small caps
and old style figures. All Platinum Collection typeface families have fine-tuned and perfected character
fitting and forms.

opentype features
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] Easy access to glyphs such as small caps,

alternates, ligatures, fractions, etc. will be
accessible on applications that support
handling of OpenType features (such as Adobe
InDesign, Quark Xpress 7, Apple iWork, etc.).
OpenType features are application dependent
and may vary, as applications will not support
the same features.
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capital figures
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standard
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standard
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standard
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standard
stylistic set 3, finals feature
standard
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standard
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Jan Tschichold + euro
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opentype features in action

12 pt T standard

Jove xaef, porti whisky amb quinze glaçons
d’hidrogen, coi! Quiozdeltagerne spiste jordbær
med fløde, mens cirkusklovnen Walther spillede på
xylofon. Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor ’t zwempak.
Pa’s wijze lynx bezag vroom het fikse aquaduct.
Laŭ Ludoviko Zamenhof bongustas freŝa ĉeĥa

stylistic set 1 T alternates feature

stylistic set 4 T contextual long s

Jove xaef, porti whisky amb quinze glaçons
d’hidrogen, coi! Quiozdeltagerne spiste jordbær
med fløde, mens cirkusklovnen Walther spillede på
xylofon. Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor ’t zwempak.
Pa’s wijze lynx bezag vroom het fikse aquaduct. Laŭ
Ludoviko Zamenhof bongustas freŝa ĉeĥa manĝaĵo

stylistic set 5 T Jan Tschichold feature: short f, disconnected ligatures

Jove xaef, porti whisky amb quinze glaçons
d’hidrogen, coi! Quiozdeltagerne spiste jordbær
med fløde, mens cirkusklovnen Walther spillede på
xylofon. Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor ’t zwempak.
Pa’s wijze lynx bezag vroom het fikse aquaduct.
Laŭ Ludoviko Zamenhof bongustas freŝa ĉeĥa

Jove xaef, porti whisky amb quinze glaçons
d’hidrogen, coi! Quiozdeltagerne spiste jordbær
med fløde, mens cirkusklovnen Walther spillede på
xylofon. Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor ’t zwempak.
Pa’s wijze lynx bezag vroom het fikse aquaduct.
Laŭ Ludoviko Zamenhof bongustas freŝa ĉeĥa

stylistic set 2 T contextual swashes feature

stylistic set 6 T ornaments, fleurons

Jove xaef, porti whisky amb quinze glaçons
d’hidrogen, coi! Quiozdeltagerne spiste jordbær
med fløde, mens cirkusklovnen Walther spillede på
xylofon. Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor ’t zwempak.
Pa’s wijze lynx bezag vroom het fikse aquaduct.
Laŭ Ludoviko Zamenhof bongustas freŝa ĉeĥa

stylistic set 3 T contextual finals feature

Jove xaef, porti whiskyamb q
uinze glacons d’hidrogen,
coi! Quiozdeltagernespis
Previous users of PostScript Type 1 versions only need to switch from their
Ornament font to any OpenType font weight, then apply stylistic set 6 to
recover their original ornaments.

various features altogether

Jove xaef, porti whisky amb quinze glaçons
d’hidrogen, coi! Quiozdeltagerne spiste jordbær
med fløde, mens cirkusklovnen Walther spillede
på xylofon. Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor ’t
zwempak. Pa’s wijze lynx bezag vroom het fikse
aquaduct. Laŭ Ludoviko Zamenhof bongustas
freŝa ĉeĥa manĝaĵo kun spico. Törkylempijä

Jove xaef, porti whisky amb quinze glaçons
d’hidrogen, coi! Quiozdeltagerne spiste jordbær
med fløde, mens cirkusklovnen Walther spillede
på xylofon. Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor ’t
zwempak. Pa’s wijze lynx bezag vroom het fikse
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Sabon Next Black
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stylistic set 6,
ornaments, fleurons
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Ligatures, discretionary ligatures, alternates, contextual swashes, contextual
finals (finals are best used at the end of lines and sentences), + small caps.
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alternates, ligatures, fractions, etc. will be
accessible on applications that support
handling of OpenType features (such as Adobe
InDesign, Quark Xpress 7, Apple iWork, etc.).
OpenType features are application dependent
and may vary, as applications will not support
the same features.
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superscript
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numerator
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fractions feature
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stylistic set 2, swashes feature
standard
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standard
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standard
stylistic set 5,
Jan Tschichold + euro
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Jove xaef, porti whisky amb quinze glaçons
d’hidrogen, coi! Quiozdeltagerne spiste jordbær med
fløde, mens cirkusklovnen Walther spillede på xylofon.
Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor ’t zwempak. Pa’s wijze
lynx bezag vroom het fikse aquaduct. Laŭ Ludoviko
Zamenhof bongustas freŝa ĉeĥa manĝaĵo kun spico.

stylistic set 1 T alternates feature

stylistic set 4 T contextual long s

Jove xaef, porti whisky amb quinze glaçons
d’hidrogen, coi! Quiozdeltagerne spiste jordbær med
fløde, mens cirkusklovnen Walther spillede på xylofon.
Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor ’t zwempak. Pa’s wijze
lynx bezag vroom het fikse aquaduct. Laŭ Ludoviko
Zamenhof bongustas freŝa ĉeĥa manĝaĵo kun spico.

stylistic set 5 T Jan Tschichold feature: short f, disconnected ligatures

Jove xaef, porti whisky amb quinze glaçons
d’hidrogen, coi! Quiozdeltagerne spiste jordbær med
fløde, mens cirkusklovnen Walther spillede på xylofon.
Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor ’t zwempak. Pa’s wijze
lynx bezag vroom het fikse aquaduct. Laŭ Ludoviko
Zamenhof bongustas freŝa ĉeĥa manĝaĵo kun spico.

Jove xaef, porti whisky amb quinze glaçons
d’hidrogen, coi! Quiozdeltagerne spiste jordbær med
fløde, mens cirkusklovnen Walther spillede på xylofon.
Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor ’t zwempak. Pa’s wijze
lynx bezag vroom het fikse aquaduct. Laŭ Ludoviko
Zamenhof bongustas freŝa ĉeĥa manĝaĵo kun spico.

stylistic set 2 T contextual swashes feature

stylistic set 6 T ornaments, fleurons.

Jove xaef, porti whisky amb quinze glaçons
d’hidrogen, coi! Quiozdeltagerne spiste jordbær med
fløde, mens cirkusklovnen Walther spillede på xylofon.
Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor ’t zwempak. Pa’s wijze
lynx bezag vroom het fikse aquaduct. Laŭ Ludoviko
Zamenhof bongustas freŝa ĉeĥa manĝaĵo kun spico.

stylistic set 3 T contextual finals feature

Jove xaef, porti whiskyamb q
uinze glacons d’hidrogen,
coi! Quiozdeltagernespis
Previous users of PostScript Type 1 versions only need to switch from their
Ornament font to any OpenType font weight, then apply stylistic set 6 to
recover their original ornaments.

various features altogether

Jove xaef, porti whisky amb quinze glaçons
d’hidrogen, coi! Quiozdeltagerne spiste jordbær
med fløde, mens cirkusklovnen Walther spillede på
xylofon. Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor ’t zwempak.
Pa’s wijze lynx bezag vroom het fikse aquaduct.
Laŭ Ludoviko Zamenhof bongustas freŝa ĉeĥa
manĝaĵo kun spico. Törkylempijä vongahdus.

Jove xaef, porti whisky amb quinze glaçons
d’hidrogen, coi! Quiozdeltagerne spiste jordbær
med fløde, mens cirkusklovnen Walther spillede på
xylofon. Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor ’t zwempak.
Pa’s wijze lynx bezag vroom het fikse aquaduct.
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Ligatures, discretionary ligatures, alternates, contextual swashes, contextual
finals (finals are best used at the end of lines and sentences), + small caps.
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8 – 10

‘It is true, we are born with our eyes,’
he remarked during the period in
which he was designing Sabon, ‘but
they will only open slowly to beauty,
much more slowly than one thinks.’
For Tschichold, adherence to tradition
in typography had a moral aspect.
In his 1964 essay ‘The importance
of tradition in typography’ he asserted
that typography inevitably implies
traditions and conventions, and
furthermore added: ‘To respect tradition is not at all historicism’. Here he
was perhaps anticipating criticism that
he was simply taking refuge in the past.
He insisted that he only used the term
‘convention’ in a positive sense, with
regard to its original meaning of ‘agreement’, or ‘coming together’. On an earlier
occasion he had phrased the idea more
7–9
strongly: ‘Typography that cannot be read
by everybody is useless’. His mature statements on typography are often admonitions
of his young, radical self: ‘Since typography
appertains to each and all, it leaves no room
for revolutionary changes’, was his opinion
in 1948. He quite clearly referred to the
views of the young Tschichold (and equally
to the practice of the Swiss typographers
of the 1950s, who he also believed to be in
error) when stating on various occasions
during the 1950s and 1960s that setting a book
in a single size of sanserif type, or mixing unrelated typefaces, were mistakes. In the 1920s he
had advocated the exclusive use of sanserif type,
but by the 1950s he had completely reversed his
opinion, describing sanserif as a ‘true monstrosity’. His mature view, as a specialist in book
design, was that sanserif was not appropriate
for lengthy texts: Fifty years of experimentation
with novel, unusual scripts have yielded
6–8

the insight that the best typefaces are either the
classical fonts themselves (provided the punches
or patterns have survived), or recuttings of these,
or new typefaces not drastically different from the
classical pattern. This statement from 1952 prefigures his approach to designing Sabon, which is one
of the best modern adaptations of the Garamond
type model. Tschichold returned again and again to his
opinion that Claude Garamond’s types of the sixteenth
century constituted the archetypal roman typeface.
In 1964, during the design of Sabon, he summarized:
‘The punches of Claude Garamond, cut around 1530
in Paris, are simply unsurpassed in their clarity, readability and beauty.’ Tschichold’s determined, and
never-ending, examination of classic typography had
convinced him
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Jan Tschichold’s Sabon typeface is the summation of a lifetime’s careful study and practical experience in typography.
According to the designer himself it was ‘the result of long
years of preparation’, and it can be seen as an exemplification
of Tschichold’s mature views on typography and letter design. It has
become a standard type for book typography, which would not have
surprised Tschichold, whose intention was to make a new adaptation
12 – 16
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of the best, classical roman types. Tschichold is not principally known as a
type designer, despite the renowned achievement of Sabon. He worked
mainly as a typographer & book designer, as well as being a prolific
scholar on this subject. His early attempts at typeface design – Saskia,
Transito and Zeus (all 1931), and several types for the pioneering but ill-fated
Uhertype photosetting system – remain obscure. All of them were products of
his ‘modernist’ period, although the Uhertype sanserif is not in the idiom of
10 – 14
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adaptation of the best, classical roman types. Tschichold is not principally known as a type designer, despite the renowned achievement of
Sabon. He worked mainly as a typographer & book designer, as well
as being a prolific scholar on this subject. His early attempts at typeface design – Saskia, Transito and Zeus (all 1931), and several types for the
pioneering but ill-fated Uhertype photosetting system – remain obscure. All of
them were products of his ‘modernist’ period, although the Uhertype sanserif is
10 – 14

grotesques or geometric sanserifs in fashion at the time, but instead resembles Gill
Sans, which Tschichold would later accept as one of the only humane sanserifs.
It is well-known that around five years after his escape from Nazi Germany to Switzerland in 1933 Tschichold began to reject the New Typography, of which he had been
the principal evangelist, in both his practice and writings. There perhaps still exists today a
vestige of general feeling that hereby he somehow betrayed the modern movement; people who
lose faith and then become critical of their former credo are rarely liked, as Tschichold’s
contemporary Arthur Koestler once observed. Yet, Tschichold’s detailed
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‘It is true, we are born with our eyes,’
he remarked during the period in
which he was designing Sabon, ‘but
they will only open slowly to beauty,
much more slowly than one thinks.’
For Tschichold, adherence to tradition
in typography had a moral aspect.
In his 1964 essay ‘The importance
of tradition in typography’ he asserted
that typography inevitably implies
traditions and conventions, and
furthermore added: ‘To respect tradition
is not at all historicism’. Here he was
perhaps anticipating criticism that he
was simply taking refuge in the past.
He insisted that he only used the term
‘convention’ in a positive sense, with
regard to its original meaning of ‘agreement’, or ‘coming together’. On an earlier
occasion he had phrased the idea more
7–9
strongly: ‘Typography that cannot be
read by everybody is useless’. His mature
statements on typography are often
admonitions of his young, radical self:
‘Since typography appertains to each and
all, it leaves no room for revolutionary
changes’, was his opinion in 1948. He quite
clearly referred to the views of the young
Tschichold (and equally to the practice of
the Swiss typographers of the 1950s, who he
also believed to be in error) when stating
on various occasions during the 1950s and
1960s that setting a book in a single size of
sanserif type, or mixing unrelated typefaces,
were mistakes. In the 1920s he had advocated
the exclusive use of sanserif type, but by the
1950s he had completely reversed his opinion,
describing sanserif as a ‘true monstrosity’.
His mature view, as a specialist in book design,
was that sanserif was not appropriate for
lengthy texts: Fifty years of experimentation
6–8

with novel, unusual scripts have yielded
the insight that the best typefaces are either the
classical fonts themselves (provided the punches
or patterns have survived), or recuttings of these,
or new typefaces not drastically different from
the classical pattern. This statement from 1952
prefigures his approach to designing Sabon, which
is one of the best modern adaptations of the
Garamond type model. Tschichold returned again and
again to his opinion that Claude Garamond’s types
of the sixteenth century constituted the archetypal
roman typeface. In 1964, during the design of Sabon,
he summarized: ‘The punches of Claude Garamond,
cut around 1530 in Paris, are simply unsurpassed in
their clarity, readability and beauty.’ Tschichold’s
determined, and never-ending, examination of classic
typography had convinced him of this fact.
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‘It is true, we are born with our eyes,’
he remarked during the period
in which he was designing Sabon,
‘but they will only open slowly to
beauty, much more slowly than one
thinks .’ For Tschichold, adherence to
tradition in typography had a moral
aspect. In his 1964 essay ‘The importance of tradition in typography’ he
asserted that typography inevitably
implies traditions and conventions,
and furthermore added: ‘To respect
tradition is not at all historicism’. Here
he was perhaps anticipating criticism
that he was simply taking refuge in the
past. He insisted that he only used the
term ‘convention’ in a positive sense,
with regard to its original meaning of
‘agreement’, or ‘coming together’. On an
earlier occasion he had phrased
7–9
the idea more strongly: ‘Typography that
cannot be read by everybody is useless’.
His mature statements on typography are
often admonitions of his young, radical
self: ‘Since typography appertains to each
and all, it leaves no room for revolutionary changes’, was his opinion in 1948.
He quite clearly referred to the views of
the young Tschichold (and equally to the
practice of the Swiss typographers of the
1950s, who he also believed to be in error)
when stating on various occasions during
the 1950s and 1960s that setting a book in a
single size of sanserif type, or mixing unrelated typefaces, were mistakes. In the 1920s
he had advocated the exclusive use of sanserif
type, but by the 1950s he had completely
reversed his opinion, describing sanserif as
a ‘true monstrosity’. His mature view, as a
specialist in book design, was that sanserif
was not appropriate for lengthy texts:
6 – 8

Fifty years of experimentation with novel,
unusual scripts have yielded the insight that
the best typefaces are either the classical fonts
themselves (provided the punches or patterns
have survived), or recuttings of these, or new
typefaces not drastically different from the classical pattern. This statement from 1952 prefigures
his approach to designing Sabon, which is one of
the best modern adaptations of the Garamond
type model. Tschichold returned again and again
to his opinion that Claude Garamond’s types of
the sixteenth century constituted the archetypal
roman typeface. In 1964, during the design
he summarized: ‘The punches of Claude Garamond,
cut around 1530 in Paris, are simply unsurpassed in
their clarity, readability and beauty.’ Tschichold’s
determined, and never-ending, examination of
classic typography had convinced him of this fact.
Indeed he claimed that he was returning to an
appreciation of Garamond’s types that pre-dated his
modernist phase: the ‘long years of preparation’ for
designing Sabon ‘went back to the impression made
on the eighteen-year old Tschichold already in the
year 1920 by the Garamond specimen of Jakob
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Jan Tschichold’s Sabon typeface is the summation of a lifetime’s careful study and practical experience in typography.
According to the designer himself it was ‘the result of long
years of preparation’, and it can be seen as an exemplification of Tschichold’s mature views on typography and letter
design. It has become a standard type for book typography,
which would not have surprised Tschichold, whose intention
12 – 16
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was to make a new adaptation of the best, classical roman types.
Tschichold is not principally known as a type designer, despite the
renowned achievement of Sabon. He worked mainly as a typographer & book designer, as well as being a prolific scholar on this
subject. His early attempts at typeface design – Saskia, Transito and Zeus
(all 1931), and several types for the pioneering but ill-fated Uhertype
photosetting system – remain obscure. All of them were products of his
10 – 14
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‘modernist’ period, although the Uhertype sanserif is not in the idiom of grotesques
or geometric sanserifs in fashion at the time, but instead resembles Gill Sans, which
Tschichold would later accept as one of the only humane sanserifs. It is well-known
that around five years after his escape from Nazi Germany to Switzerland in 1933
Tschichold began to reject the New Typography, of which he had been the principal
evangelist, in both his practice and writings. There perhaps still exists today a vestige
of general feeling that hereby he somehow betrayed the modern movement; people
who lose faith and then become critical of their former credo are rare
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‘It is true, we are born with our eyes,’
he remarked during the period
in which he was designing Sabon,
‘but they will only open slowly to
beauty, much more slowly than one
thinks.’ For Tschichold, adherence
to tradition in typography had a
moral aspect.
In his 1964 essay ‘The importance
of tradition in typography’ he
asserted that typography inevitably
implies traditions and conventions,
and furthermore added: ‘To respect
tradition is not at all historicism’.
Here he was perhaps anticipating
criticism that he was simply taking
refuge in the past. He insisted that he
only used the term ‘convention’ in a
positive sense, with regard to its original meaning of ‘agreement’, or
7–9
‘coming together’. On an earlier occa
sion he had phrased the idea more
strongly: ‘Typography that cannot be
read by everybody is useless’. His mature
statements on typography are often
admonitions of his young, radical self:
‘Since typography appertains to each and
all, it leaves no room for revolutionary
changes’, was his opinion in 1948. He
quite clearly referred to the views of the
young Tschichold (and equally to the
practice of the Swiss typographers of the
1950s, who he also believed to be in error)
when stating on various occasions during
the 1950s and 1960s that setting a book
in a single size of sanserif type, or mixing
unrelated typefaces, were mistakes. In the
1920s he had advocated the exclusive use
of sanserif type, but by the 1950s he had
completely reversed his opinion, describing
sanserif as a ‘true monstrosity’.
6–8

His mature view, as a specialist in book
design, was that sanserif was not appropriate
for lengthy texts: Fifty years of experimenta
tion with novel, unusual scripts have yielded
the insight that the best typefaces are either
the classical fonts themselves (provided the
punches or patterns have survived), or recut
tings of these, or new typefaces not drastically
different from the classical pattern. This
statement from 1952 prefigures his approach
to designing Sabon, which is one of the best
modern adaptations of the Garamond type
model. Tschichold returned again and again
to his opinion that Claude Garamond’s types of
the sixteenth century constituted the archetypal
roman typeface. In 1964, during the design of
Sabon, he summarized: ‘The punches of Claude
Garamond, cut around 1530 in Paris, are simply
unsurpassed in their clarity, readability and
beauty.’ Tschichold’s determined, and neverending, examination of classic typography had
convinced him of this fact. Indeed he claimed
that he was returning to an appreciation of
Garamond’s types that pre-dated his modernist
phase: the ‘long years of preparation’ for designing
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‘It is true, we are born with our
eyes,’ he remarked during the
period in which he was designing Sabon, ‘but they will only
open slowly to beauty, much
more slowly than one thinks .’ For
Tschichold, adherence to tradition
in typography had a moral aspect.
In his 1964 essay ‘The importance
of tradition in typography’ he
asserted that typography inevitably implies traditions and conventions, and furthermore added:
‘To respect tradition is not at all
historicism’. Here he was perhaps
anticipating criticism that he was
simply taking refuge in the past. He
insisted that he only used the term
‘convention’ in a positive sense,
with regard to its original meaning
7–9
of ‘agreement’, or ‘coming together’.
On an earlier occasion he had phrased
the idea more strongly: ‘Typography
that cannot be read by everybody
is useless’. His mature statements
on typography are often admonitions of his young, radical self: ‘Since
typography appertains to each and
all, it leaves no room for revolutionary
changes’, was his opinion in 1948. He
quite clearly referred to the views of
the young Tschichold (and equally to
the practice of the Swiss typographers of
the 1950s, who he also believed to be in
error) when stating on various occasions
during the 1950s and 1960s that setting
a book in a single size of sanserif type,
or mixing unrelated typefaces, were
mistakes. In the 1920s he had advocated
the exclusive use of sanserif type, but by
the 1950s he had completely reversed his
6–8

opinion, describing sanserif as a ‘true
monstrosity’. His mature view, as a specialist
in book design, was that sanserif was not
appropriate for lengthy texts: Fifty years
of experimentation with novel, unusual
scripts have yielded the insight that the
best typefaces are either the classical fonts
themselves (provided the punches or patterns
have survived), or recuttings of these, or
new typefaces not drastically different from
the classical pattern. This statement from
1952 prefigures his approach to designing
Sabon, which is one of the best modern
adaptations of the Garamond type model.
Tschichold returned again and again to his
opinion that Claude Garamond’s types of the
sixteenth century constituted the archetypal
roman typeface. In 1964, during the design of
Sabon, he summarized: ‘The punches of Claude
Garamond, cut around 1530 in Paris, are simply
unsurpassed in their clarity, readability and
beauty.’ Tschichold’s determined, and neverending, examination of classic typography had
convinced him of this fact. Indeed he claimed
that he was returning to an appreciation of
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Jan Tschichold’s Sabon typeface is the summation of
a lifetime’s careful study and practical experience in
typography. According to the designer himself it was
‘the result of long years of preparation’, and it can be
seen as an exemplification of Tschichold’s mature views
on typography and letter design. It has become a standard
type for book typography, which would not have surprised
12 – 16
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Tschichold, whose intention was to make a new adaptation of
the best, classical roman types. Tschichold is not principally
known as a type designer, despite the renowned achievement of
Sabon. He worked mainly as a typographer & book designer, as
well as being a prolific scholar on this subject. His early attempts at
typeface design – Saskia, Transito and Zeus (all 1931), and several
types for the pioneering but ill-fated Uhertype photosetting system –
10 – 14
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surprised Tschichold, whose intention was to make a new
adaptation of the best, classical roman types. Tschichold is not
principally known as a type designer, despite the renowned
achievement of Sabon. He worked mainly as a typographer &
book designer, as well as being a prolific scholar on this subject.
His early attempts at typeface design – Saskia, Transito and
Zeus (all 1931), and several types for the pioneering but ill-fated
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remain obscure. All of them were products of his ‘modernist’ period,
although the Uhertype sanserif is not in the idiom of grotesques or geometric sanserifs in fashion at the time, but instead resembles Gill Sans, which
Tschichold would later accept as one of the only humane sanserifs. It is wellknown that around five years after his escape from Nazi Germany to Switzerland in 1933 Tschichold began to reject the New Typography, of which he
had been the principal evangelist, in both his practice and writings. There
perhaps still exists today a vestige of general feeling that hereby he
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‘It is true, we are born with our
eyes,’ he remarked during the
period in which he was designing Sabon, ‘but they will only
open slowly to beauty, much
more slowly than one thinks .’
For Tschichold, adherence to
tradition in typography had a
moral aspect. In his 1964 essay
‘The importance of tradition
in typography’ he asserted that
typography inevitably implies
traditions and conventions, and
furthermore added: ‘To respect
tradition is not at all historicism’.
Here he was perhaps anticipating criticism that he was simply
taking refuge in the past. He
insisted that he only used the
term ‘convention’ in a positive
7–9
sense, with regard to its original
meaning of ‘agreement’, or ‘coming
together’. On an earlier occasion he
had phrased the idea more strongly:
‘Typography that cannot be read by
everybody is useless’. His mature
statements on typography are often
admonitions of his young, radical
self: ‘Since typography appertains
to each and all, it leaves no room for
revolutionary changes’, was his opinion in 1948. He quite clearly referred
to the views of the young Tschichold
(and equally to the practice of the
Swiss typographers of the 1950s, who he
also believed to be in error) when stating on various occasions during the
1950s and 1960s that setting a book in
a single size of sanserif type, or mixing
unrelated typefaces, were mistakes. In
the 1920s he had advocated the exclu
6–8

sive use of sanserif type, but by the 1950s
he had completely reversed his opinion,
describing sanserif as a ‘true monstrosity’.
His mature view, as a specialist in book
design, was that sanserif was not appropriate for lengthy texts: Fifty years of experimentation with novel, unusual scripts have
yielded the insight that the best typefaces
are either the classical fonts themselves
(provided the punches or patterns have
survived), or recuttings of these, or new
typefaces not drastically different from the
classical pattern. This statement from 1952
prefigures his approach to designing Sabon,
which is one of the best modern adaptations
of the Garamond type model. Tschichold
returned again and again to his opinion
that Claude Garamond’s types of the
sixteenth century constituted the archetypal
roman typeface. In 1964, during the design
of Sabon, he summarized: ‘The punches of
Claude Garamond, cut around 1530 in Paris,
are simply unsurpassed in their clarity, readability and beauty.’ Tschichold’s determined,
and never-ending, examination of classic
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Il entre dans l’essence même
de la typographie, et il est de la nature
même du livre imprimé en tant que tel,
d’exercer une fonction publique
D’après Pierre-Albert Birot.
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romeo.
ann ich von hinnen, da mein herz hier bleibt?
Geh; frostge erde, suche deine sonne!
Er ersteigt die mauer und springt hinunter.
Benvolio und Mercutio treten auf.
benvolio. He, Romeo! he, vetter!
mercutio. Er ift klug
Und hat, mein seel, fich heim ins bett gestohlen.
benvolio. Er lief hierer und sprang die gartenmauer
Hinüber. Ruf ihn, freund Mercutio.
mercutio. Ja, auch beschwören will ich. Romeo!
Was? Grillen! Toller! Leidenschast! Verliebter!
Erscheine du, gestaltet wie ein seufzer;
Sprich nur ein reimchen, so genügt mirs schon;
Ein ach nur jammre, paare lieb und triebe;
Gib der gevattrin Venus Ein gut wort,
Schimpf eins auf ihren blinden sohn und erben,
Held Amor, der so flink gezielt, als könig
Kophetua das bettlermädchen liebte.
Er höret nicht, er regt sich nicht, er rührt sich nicht.
Der aﬀ ist tot; ich muß ihn wohl beschwören.
Nun wohl: Bei Rosalindens hellem auge,
Bei ihrer purpurlipp und hohen stirn,
Bei ihrem zarten fuß, dem schlanken bein,
Den üppgen hüften und der region,
Die ihnen nahe liegt, beschwör ich dich,
Daß du in eigner bildung uns erscheinest.
benvolio. Wenn er dich hört, so wird er zornig werden.

K

28

D’après Shakespeare.

mercutio. Hierüber kann ers nicht; er hätte grund,
Bannt ich hinauf in seiner dame kreis
Ihm einen geist von seltsam eigner art
Und ließe den da stehn, bis sie den trotz
Gezähmt und nieder ihn beschworen hätte.
Das wär beschimpfung! Meine anrufung
Ist gut und ehrlich ; mit der liebsten namen
Beschwör ich ihn, bloß um ihn herzubannen.
benvolio. Komm! Er verbarg sich unter jenen bäumen
Und pflegt’ des umgangs mit der feuchten nacht.
Die lieb ist blind, das dunkel ist ihr recht.
mercutio. Ist liebe blind, so zielt fie freilich fchlecht.
Nun sitzt er wohl an einen baum gelehnt
Und wünscht, sein liebchen wär die reife frucht
Und fiel ihm in den schoß. Doch, gute nacht,
Freund Romeo! Ich will ins federbett ;
Das feltdbett ist zum Jchlafen mir zu kalt.
Kommt, gehn wir!
benvolio. Ja, es ist vergeblich, ihn
Zu suchen, der nicht will gefunden sein. Ab.
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Capulets garten.
Romeo kommt.

romeo.
er narben lacht, wer wunden nie gefühlt.
Julia erscheint oben an einem fenster.
Doch still, was schimmert durch das fenster dort?
Es ist der ost, und Julia die sonne! –
Geh auf, du holde sonn! ertöte Lunen,
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